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INTRODUCTION

Clinical decision rules are everywhere in medicine today.
These impressive-looking decision algorithms and scoring
systems are widely promoted as tools to either improve diagnosis
or decrease expensive testing.

As clinicians, we find decision rules psychologically appealing
because they would appear to create order out of disorder.
Medicine is inherently subjective; however, decision rules strive
to transform such murky complexity into structured and
tangible tools. Certainly a scientific decision instrument
statistically derived from 10,000 or more patients must be
superior to the frailty and variability of clinician judgment,
mustn’t it? Many would assume so.

Despite their many strengths, decision rules can also have
important limitations. Before adoption, I suggest that readers
scrutinize each such rule on the following questions. Three
high-quality articles in this issue of Annals will help illustrate the
principles discussed—the first a derivation of a rule to decrease
abdominal computed tomography (CT) in children with blunt
torso trauma,1 the second a contrast of the relative accuracy of
decision rules for pulmonary embolism risk stratification when
compared with unstructured clinical judgment,2 and the third
an attempted validation of the modified Alvarado score—a
previously described decision rule for appendicitis.3

DOES THE RULE ADDRESS A CLINICALLY
RELEVANT QUESTION?

Decision rules that address trivial or uncommon questions
are likely to be more trouble than they are worth. The 3 studies
highlighted in this issue, however, address vital clinical concerns
using optimal patient-oriented rather than surrogate outcomes.

HAS THE RULE BEEN RIGOROUSLY
DERIVED?

The best decision rules demonstrate rigorous standards for

derivation, which have been detailed elsewhere.4 Annals will i
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nly publish newly derived decision rules that, like that of
olmes et al,1 are of substantial methodological rigor.

AS THE RULE BEEN EXTERNALLY
ALIDATED?
Decision rules naturally perform their very best in the

erivation sample because they are statistically modeled to
epict that specific data set. When retested in a new patient
ample, decision rules typically perform less well or at times fail
ltogether. In this issue, for example, Meltzer et al3 were unable
o validate the modified Alvarado score for appendicitis in
dults—mirroring the known deficiencies of this rule in
hildren.5,6 Despite the best intentions of its creators, the
odified Alvarado score should therefore be abandoned.
Until successfully validated, decision rules should generally

ot be applied clinically. The newly derived rule by Holmes et
l,1 for example, should not be used for patient care unless and
ntil its accuracy has been replicated in another large patient
ample. The Wells criteria and modified Geneva criteria
iscussed by Penaloza et al,2 on the other hand, are examples of
ecision rules that have been validated in multiple diverse
ettings, thus supporting sufficient accuracy for clinical use.

OES THE RULE REQUIRE 1-WAY RATHER
HAN 2-WAY APPLICATION?
Classic examples of effective 2-way decision rules are the

ttawa Ankle Rules and the cervical spine National Emergency
-ray Utilization Study (NEXUS). A patient should generally

eceive imaging if the Ottawa or NEXUS criteria are met and
enerally should not receive it when they are absent. A quality
-way decision rule is maximally useful in that it tells you both
hen and when not to act.

A 1-way decision rule can be useful but has a dark side. The
ulmonary embolism rule-out criteria (PERC), for example, are
ntended to be used in 1-way fashion. Low-risk patients lacking
ny of the 8 criteria need not be worked up for pulmonary
mbolism; however, the converse does not necessarily apply.
atients with positive PERC criteria should not automatically
e worked up; indeed, most should not.

The pitfall of 1-way rules is the natural human propensity to
pply them in a 2-way fashion, even when we know that we
houldn’t. If we start working up everyone with any PERC
riteria, then the net overall effect of this decision rule will be to

ncrease rather than decrease testing.7
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Green Clinical Decision Rules and Patient Care
The decision rule newly presented by Holmes et al1 was
found to be sensitive (97%) but not specific (42%), and thus
the authors propose that it be applied, like PERC, only in 1-way
fashion. Children lacking any of their 7 derived criteria should
generally not receive an abdominal CT scan; however, the
converse does not apply. Instead, children with positive criteria
should undergo imaging as guided by clinician judgment. If
physicians correctly apply this rule in strictly 1-way fashion, the
net effect in this “best-case scenario” derivation sample would
be to decrease overall radiography by 11% (from 45% baseline

Table. Use of abdominal CT to identify intra-abdominal injury
with intervention in Holmes et al.1

A, CT ordering by gestalt.

Intra-abdominal Injury
With Intervention

Yes No

CT ordered in ED 191 5,189 5,380
No CT ordered in ED 12 6,652 6,664

203 11,841 12,044

ED, Emergency department.
Raw sensitivity�191/203�94% (95% confidence interval [CI] 90% to 97%).
Sensitivity excluding 11 too unstable for CT and taken directly to laparotomy�
191/192�99% (95% CI 97% to 100%).
Specificity�6,652/11,841�56% (95% CI 55% to 57%).
Likelihood ratio of positive gestalt�2.3 (95% CI 2.2 to 2.3).
Likelihood ratio of negative gestalt�0.01 (95% CI 0.001 to 0.07).
Percentage of all children receiving CT�45%.

B, CT ordering by 1-way application of the clinical decision rule.

Intra-abdominal
Injury With
Intervention

Yes No

Both positive gestalt and positive rule 196 3,930 4,126
Negative gestalt or negative rule 7 7,911 7,918

203 11,841 12,044

Sensitivity�196/203�97% (95% confidence interval [CI] 93% to 99%).
Specificity�7,911/11,841�67% (95% CI 66% to 68%).
Likelihood ratio positive�2.9 (95% CI 2.8 to 3.0).
Likelihood ratio negative�0.05 (95% CI 0.02 to 0.11).
Percentage of all children receiving CT�34%.

C, CT ordering by 2-way application of the clinical decision rule.

Intra-abdominal Injury
with Intervention

Yes No

Rule positive 197 6,813 7,010
Rule negative 6 5,028 5,034

203 11,841 12,044

Sensitivity�197/203�97% (95% confidence interval [CI] 94% to 99%).
Specificity�5,028/11,841�42% (95% CI 42% to 43%).
Likelihood ratio of positive rule�1.7 (95% CI 1.6 to 1.7).
Likelihood ratio of negative rule�0.07 (95% CI 0.03 to 0.15).
Percentage of all children receiving CT�58%.
to 34%), as shown in the Table. To illustrate the dark side, o
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owever, if clinicians get lazy with this rule and apply it strictly
oth ways, then abdominal CT scanning would increase by
3% (from 45% baseline to 58%). If they are lazy just half of
he time, then the net rate of CT scanning would approximate
aseline, ie, there would be no benefit from the rule. Thus, we
ust be very careful with 1-way decision rules. If we lack the

ortitude to strictly apply them unilaterally, then they may
dversely affect rather than improve our clinical behavior.

OES THE RULE IMPROVE ON
REEXISTING CLINICAL PRACTICE?
The fundamental purpose of a decision rule is to improve

linical care, not just to predict what we are already doing. Are
he outcomes of importance superior when applying the rule
ompared with the outcomes that resulted from unstructured
linical judgment (ie, gestalt)? The Ottawa Ankle Rules, for
xample, improve on clinical judgment because they are just as
ensitive but more specific. A rule that replicates but does not
mprove on gestalt, however, would not appear to have
ontributed anything.7

The decision rule by Holmes et al1 provides the opportunity
o discuss this principle because it can be contrasted with their
linicians’ baseline judgment used to order CTs during the
tudy. Study physicians didn’t use the rule—which of course
ad not yet been derived—but instead used their standard
iscretion to obtain imaging. Their baseline gestalt performance
as actually quite good. After excluding the 11 children who
ere too unstable for CT scanning and went directly to the
perating room for laparotomy, CTs were ordered for all but 1
f children who had an intra-abdominal injury associated with
ntervention (99% sensitivity). Physicians of course ordered

any CTs in children who didn’t have this outcome in
uestion, with a specificity of 56% (Table).

How does the new rule compare with baseline gestalt? When
pplied to its derivation data set, the sensitivity and specificity of
he decision rule are both lower—97% and 42%, respectively
Table). It can be argued that the substantial specificity gap is
rrelevant because the authors recommend only 1-way
pplication of the rule. Even if we overlook the caveat about
nilateral rules discussed in the last section, it still remains that
he new rule is of roughly similar and perhaps lesser sensitivity.
he decision rule missed 6 children with intra-abdominal

njury, whereas the physicians themselves only missed 1. It
ould appear that this decision rule does not improve on
estalt, nor perhaps even simply replicate it.

The other 2 studies in this issue also highlight this same
urprising but perhaps not uncommon outcome. Penaloza et al2

ontrasted the Wells criteria and the revised Geneva score with
hysicians’ gestalt assessment of pulmonary embolism risk, and
n both cases clinician judgment outperformed the rules.

eltzer et al3 similarly found gestalt superior to the modified
lvarado score for detecting appendicitis.

What do we do with a decision rule that does not improve

n baseline clinician gestalt? Critics would argue that such a rule
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Clinical Decision Rules and Patient Care Green
has failed and should not be adopted.7 Such experiments are
still worthwhile additions to the medical literature because
documentation of such failure will guide future research. Not
every clinical condition can be predicted by mathematical
modeling, even when attempted with enormous, multicenter
studies.

Holmes et al1 maintain that their decision rule may be useful
not because it would improve detection of intra-abdominal
injury but rather because it might reduce overall CT use by
11% if physicians apply the rule only to patients for whom they
would have ordered imaging (Table).1 This positive effect of
course assumes that physicians apply the rule only when their
gestalt suggests imaging (1-way) and that they never apply it
otherwise (2-way). We physicians are only human. Are we
collectively capable of such a trick?

DOES THE RULE APPLY TO YOUR
PRACTICE SETTING AND YOUR TARGET
POPULATION?

A decision rule may not apply to your practice if it was
derived in a different setting, a different practice style, or in
different patient types. The study by Holmes et al1 provides an
example of how decision rules don’t always translate effectively
from setting to setting.

The new decision rule has a surprising omission for a study
of blunt abdominal trauma: it excludes focused abdominal
sonography for trauma (FAST).8-11 Most modern trauma
centers assess the need for abdominal CT based upon to a
primary survey and a rapid FAST scan.10,11 FAST is no doubt
more specific than any clinical variable studied by Holmes et al
but was not factored into their decision rule because so few
participating children’s hospitals were using the technology.1,9

Obviously, it is imperative that pediatric trauma centers
without FAST get with the program and attain the same quality
care standard as general and adult trauma centers. The evidence
supporting FAST is beyond reasonable dispute8-11 and, indeed,
all 6 children missed by the decision rule had hemoperitoneum
that would likely have been quickly detected by FAST.1 This
decision rule newly derived by Holmes et al1 is thus already
obsolete in trauma centers using FAST. The modern clinical
question instead is, when do children with blunt torso trauma
and a negative FAST result need abdominal CT?

IS THE RULE EASY TO REMEMBER AND
APPLY?

Decision rules are famously ignored by clinicians, and the
more complicated they are, the more likely they are to be
ignored. The new rule by Holmes et al1 has 7 points, and
physicians will be challenged to reliably list them by memory.
The Wells criteria, modified Geneva criteria, and modified
Alvarado score are all similarly complex and likely beyond the
typical recall capacity for most clinicians.

Electronic medical records and decision tools may permit

automatic calculation of rule results; however, this will only be
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ffective if clinicians remember to input all specific rule
lements or somehow are forced to do so.

UMMARY
Holmes et al1 remark that decision rules “aid and empower

linicians by providing evidence with regard to risk”; however,
he devil is in the details of application. Their particular new
ecision rule, if successfully validated, may reduce abdominal
T scanning by up to 11% in settings wherein committed

linicians can selectively and consistently apply the rule in a
-way fashion. Elsewhere, however, the rule may be perceived as
oo complex, insufficiently sensitive, less accurate than gestalt,
nd having the potential to increase rather than decrease CT
sage. Penaloza et al2 make a compelling case that skilled
linicians should likely abandon 2 common decision rules for
ulmonary embolism risk stratification because they are inferior
o gestalt. Meltzer et al3 disprove a widely described scoring
ystem for appendicitis in adults.

Decision rules are everywhere in medicine today but often
dd little or nothing to solid professional judgment. Before we
dopt them, we should carefully scrutinize the strengths and
imitations of each.
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